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CONDITION REPORT - ume-
TITLE: EXPtiNENT FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT CLARiFICATIONS REQUIRE FENOC TECHNICAL REVIEW

DISCOVERY DATE TIME i EVENT DATE TIME SYSTEMI. ASSET#
6/7/2007 i 1600hours, 6/7n07 1'6 hours.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION N/A

DESCRIPTION OF CONDITION and-PROBABLE CAUSE.(if known) Summarize any attachments. Identify what when,
where, why, how.

R Exponent Failure Analysis Associates submitted an electronic document to provide clarification for
questions raised by FENOC related to the Exponent Report..(reference CR 'G201 07-174.52)

G submitted to FENOC and reviewed under CRs G201r'07-1.5077, G201 07-17452, and G298 07-
2072.2. The, clarificatiOns, provided by the vendor, Exponent Failure Analysis Associates, document

N responses to discussions held between FENOC and Exponent on Wednesday June 6, 2007 andr
A ThursdayJune 7, 20.ý7 regardingtechnical questions associated with the original ExponentReport

.submitted to FENOC in December 2006.

Thils CR is being.written to Itrack the technical reviews of the clarifications provided, in the Exponent

submittal. Review, should include possibleeffects oh Davis s'esseand Beaver Valley Units.
N

Respo'nsibility for reviewcoordination and cormpilation. is being assigned'to Fleet Engineering, FDEN.

PDF file containing clarification submittal is.being attached to this CR for reference purposes.
IMMEDIATE ACTIONS TAKEN I SUPV COMMENTS (Discuss CORRECTIVE ACTIONS completed, basis for closure.)

Directed to write.CR to ensure comprehensive review'task is. assigned and tracked to completion.
Clarifications:are related to history of deposits on old reactor head removed'from Davis Besse and
do not apply to current: RPV head inhserVi e. SRO Review Required block checked yes to provide
iniformation.to Control Room Staff; operability issue does not exist.since* old, head has been removed
from the station., Initial review of. thecontents ;shows,:.the:.clarification :documentto ,include
explanations and rationale for conclUsions cont'ained -in the previously subnmittedformal report.
Submitted to control.'room at*. Davis-Besse'for.information....

QUALITY ORGANIZATION USE ONLY IDENTiFIED BY (Check o-ne) El Self-Revealed ATTACHMENTS
Quality Oi~g.riitiated L- Yes F IndividualiWNrk.. L Internal'Oversight

Quality Org. Follow-up. 0 Yes FL• No supervisions/anagement Li Externa Overvsight yes --_No,

ORIGINATOR ORGANIZATION DATE SUPERVISOR DATE PHONE;EXT.
KLINE, W FMEN 6/8/2007 1LOEHLEIN.8 6A8/2007 825-577 9
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-NOP-LP-2001-01 .Sitie: G201I

COINDITIO N RE PORT '07%Number,

,TITLE: EXPONENT FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT CLARIFICATONS REQUIRE FENOC TECHNICAL REVIEW

.R ............................... .PE A B L I Y. .G ....... . ..A ................ ..................... R G..M...E.. A N E•
SR EQUPMN OPERABILITY OR IMMEDIATE ORG. MODE.CHANGE

REVIEW OPERABLE t ASSESSMENT 1 NOTiIFIED:I INVESTIGATION NOTIED RESTRAINT 1

P REQUIRED REQUIRED'RL :YesNo e'-Yes ENo .NI ] Yes No L"yes Rj] No El- Yes R] No.

-A MODE! ASSO'CIATED TECH SPEC NUMBER.(S), ASSOCIATED LCO ACTIONWSTATEMENT(S) __ ___

N NIAa rJ ' j#1NAT'>
T ____ #2

0 DECLARED INOPERABLE REPORTABLE? One Hour N/A APPLICABLE UNIT(S)

P (Date.l Time). YsFour Hour Ný/iA
NIA .Eight Hour N/A R__Ul, [:L U2 EJ Both

R 'Z Eval Required. other

COMMENTS

I This, condition report was writtento track thetchnical reviews of the document, submitted by
O Exponent Failure Analysis Associates. As stated in the Supervisor comments, the6report provides
N clarifying information having to-do with the old reactor vessel, head corrosion. event: The head has
S been replaced and there is no Operability impact to any installed plant equipment; there&fre,

Equipment Operable.is N/A, This is not a reportable condition.

C urrent Mode - Unit ii Power Level - Unit* I Current Mode- Unit 2 Power Level - Unit2

1 100 N/A N/A
SRO- UNIT 1 ..SRO, .UNIT.2 DATE
'Boissoneault, P Baldwin, J `6/8/2007

CATEGORY / EVAL ASSIGNED ORGANIZATION DUE DATE R REPORTABLE?

CF FDEN 7/23/2007 I El Yes R1 No i LER No................... ....................I.. ".,.............................. .... . ... . . . . ..... ..................... ......... .... .... ......... .. .. .... . . . .. ............ .. ...... ..-- ... .. .................. ....... ... .. .... ............... .. ... . . .. . .. ....... . . . ............................ . .. .........: .:.: :: : : :

CRPA TREND CODES .Com p Type ID Cause u ECRPA REPORTABILITY REVIEW ER

I Process /Activityl Cause Code(s) (if Cause T or W) Org A Wolf. G
SUPV LP2" 2600 . A

.. . . . ..... ..... .. I -ID A T E
MRB -y I 06/12107

.......... ... ... ...... .. ... . . ..... . .... .. ..... . . . ..

INVESTIGATION OPTIONS CLOSED BYý DATE
'MaintRule. L1oE.Evaluation
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SSite:; G201

INVESTIGATION SUMMARY CR Number:,

NOP-LP-2001-06 
007-218115

Category I Eval: CF Assigned OrganizatIon: FDEN Quality Followup Req t d: 0 YYes D• .No

For SF x nvestigations Ony: ,.

_jHaPrdware begraidedConditlonj esolut ,nRbu ed.'d Yes' No If Yes:';i Repair Scrap

- I4 Rework LIUse-As-ls,
SAcceptan•e: of the CR lnves~tigatior• signiis acceptance"of othe'following items, as appIlicable:

Originator.ldentification Dateý

Corrective Actions;( listed below) (listed below, if any) (listed below, if any)

Cause Analysis.,

Generic Implications

10:CFR 21 Decision Checklist.

Acceptance of Investigation: Date:ý Quality Approval: Date:

Site-VP Acceptance: 'Date:

Closure Comhments:ý

Quality Comments:

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
Resp

CA :Sched CA Cause Org.• Accept Due Completed
Number: Type: Type: Code: Codes: .CA Acceptance: Date: Date: Date:
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Clarifications of the. Exponent Report

1.0 Statements concerning the accumulation of boric acid freomtheý
Nozzle 3 leak at .I2FRO

In section 5.3.2 at page 5-19, theExpon'ent Reportstates:

"For DaVis-Besse, We concludethat tile accumulation,'of boric acid from
the long axial :crack at Nozzle 3 at I12RFO in April-May 2000 was no more
'than.6 cubic inches (Section 10.2.3), and may3 have been much less than
even !this minute amlOunt."

The "6 cubic inches" cited in this:statement is:.statement; was an error and was fnissed in
final quality assurance checking. The cited paragraph also contains: a :second error in thle
reference to SectionI 0,2.3 which was changed in the re-numbering of'the sections of
Section 10 in the final version of the report.

Final checking of'calculations andcracking/leak'rate timeliines:resulted. in a volume of
lesstthan I cubic inch, as,cited in Section 102. 1, page 10-8:

"The maximumn boric acid accumulation due to this smali leak rate in the;
last four months of the fuel cycle ftrom December 1999 to April 2000
would have been no.:mor'e', than i :cubic inch,(0.05 lb), .even assum ing all of
the leaking boric acid collected on;'the.,RPV head and was not"ejected
above the mirror insulation and out into the ýcontainment building.'"

The correct volume of"1 cubic inch of boric acid was also cited in Section 2.7. l',,page
2-13, which refe!rred ,to Section 1'0 foirits basis:

"It is possibletthatcan incipient sub-surface wastage cavity formation had
already begunby 12RFO above. the crack-at CRDM Nozzle 3 ....Any
boric acid deposits from this, smrall leak would haveIbeen: correspond ingly
small, no more' than 1 cubic inch, similar'tothiose fotund.atOconee--l in
November 2000."
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2.0 Statements concerning'the detectability of the leak at CRDM
Nozzle 3 at 12RFO

Various statementsare made in the. Exponent Reportconcerning tile detectability of three
conditions resulting from the leak at CRDM Nozzle 3 at 12RFOin ApriI/May 2000:

- The maximum volume Qf boric::acid accumulation around the nozzle resulting. fiom

the leakage prior to [2RFO;

- Thie incipient sub-surface wastage.cavity;

- The annulusenlargement at:Nozzle3 Iat thetop surface ofrth'eRPVhhead.

T!he most complete'description'of the Exponent's conclusions concerning lte
detectability :ofthese three conditions~at 12RFO in April/May 2000 is contained.in
Section IQ.2 I at pages !0-8,and. 1.0-9"

* The maximunh boric acid accumulation due to this small leakrate in
,thle last, four months oftthe fuel cycle from December 1999 to:April
2000 would have been no morethan 1 cubic inch (0.05 ib), even
assumingiall of the leaking boric acid collected on the RPV head: and
was n~tcdjected~above tile mirror insulation and out into theý
containmen't building.

* The minute amounitof boric acid would have been totally obscured by
the boric acid'aCcumulation frohn fivd&leaking CRDM flanges above
the. RPV head, one of which was the CRDM Nozzle 3: flange.
C,,omplete cleaning of the boric:acid accumulation from the RPVYhead
at thistirne; would also.have removed thevery smal ,arfiount of boric
acid thaLtriginated from the•CRDM nozzle crack.

* A minor and insignificant sub-surface wastage Volume at Nozzle 3, is
likely present:atI this, timeý, butdue, to ,the much lower leak rate, this

,would have beenmuch smhaller in axial and radial'penetration,, annular
gapand total wastage extent than that found at.Nozzle 2 at,13RFO.
Trhis ,size of wastage cavity would not have been detectable by any
visual or ,available NDE technique.

* Annulus enlargement atithe RPV head surface mavy have been present,
but this would also likely have been muchless thanithat observed:at
Nozzle,2 at 13RFO in20Q02. Annulus enlargement, if present,ý would
not havecbeen detectable with "through-the-mouse-hole"' video,
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inspection techniques, .even if tthe RPV'head had been completely
cleaned of boric acid at 12 RFO.

The basis forExponent's concluson that. there was "likely present" a 'minor and
insignificaint'sub-surfaie Wtastage volume at Nozzle,%3" at I2RFO was Exponent's
estimateo f thelleak rate from the Nozzle 3 crack at that time: T•le estlmated leak rate
was only 0.0004 gpm, about 1/2 5h of the estimated leak rate at Nozzle 2 at]! 3RFO in
2002', where a small'sub-surface wastage, cavity was found. This conclusibn isfurther
supported by the very minor annulus enlargement and no sub-surface cavity found at
Nozzle ] at 13RFO, where-the maximum axial crack length above the welqd was
comparable to that at CRDM Nozzle 3 at 12RFO in April/May 2000.

The basis for Exponent's conclusion regarding:the detectability ofa minor. and
insignificantlsub-surface wastage volume or.sub-surface annulus enlargement at CRDM:.

Nozzle 3at i2RFO, even if one existed,"Was Ekponent's understandiigs ofthecapability:
ofNDE inspection methods.iri 2002Mto find such small, wastage-volumes.

The conclusion regarding .tlie detectability 0f possible annulus enlargement the: RPV head
surface at 12RFO was based on Exponent's review of the videoarecords at. I3RFO. :That
video clearly showed, the difficulties FENOC faced in finding iniinr:annUluis enlargeme nt
ate CRDM .MNozzle 2 in 2002,, eyen 4after cutting an access hole through the. insulation, and
even witlh full knowledge that a small sub-surface cav ity wag actually piresentaat Nozz le" 2
atthat time.

With respect to the detectability oftthe smalboric acid accumulatibn at. I 2RFO, Section.
7.3.6at page 7-27 of the Exponent. Rep'o'rt added an additional observation:

"Thedeposition of boric acid. deposits on thle RPV head from flange leaks,
immediately aboveAthe wastage cavity would: have obscured the discovery
of a ny'boric acid deposits'resulting fromn a's'mal! leak fri6m tilheannulus
around Nozzle 3. due to cracks in theAlloy 600ClRDML nozzle. A
complete cleaningof the RPV head followed by an entire.cycle of:reamtor
operations With no additional :CRDM flange leakage wouldbe required to
identify any boric acid deposits resuli4tigfrom CRDM noizleleakage."

Additional statements regarding the detectabilityý of these three conditionsappear in
Section 1 at page 1-5, Section2..7 at pages 2-i13, 2-14',andSection 10 at page]0'-2. 'These
statements, while not as completea's those cited above, 'express'tlhe same con0clusionS.
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,3.0 Leak rate from the weld crackand leak rate vs. axia!,crack
length above the. weld

Exponent's Work and conclusions with regard'to the leak rate from the CRDM'Nozzle 3
wejd, crack, and thedependence of the leak rate ifrom the axial cracks:on crack, length
above the CRDM nozzle weld are summarized in Section 9.4 and Appendix D ofthie
Exponent Report.

That work showed that the attributionlof the total'leak rate.o:f uIp to O.1!5, gpm jin~the Root
Cause ReportSolely to the 1I. 2 inchaxial Crack atCRDM Nozzle 3ýi n:Fi;gure, 211I of the,
FENOC Root Cause Report was= incorrect.

Exponent'.s work showed that the leak rate from a crack-of thi's length was only around
0.02 gpm, and that it is impossible for aY.2 inch, long axial PW-SCC.crack in a CRDM
nozzle to leak at the 0.15 gpi- rate that the Root Cause Report concluded it did. Thus,
the conclusions of the Root:Cause; Report, first, that' an axial crack and- leak .of this,
magnitude existed at CRDM Nozzle 3.for a long period of time;, and second, that this was
the cause of most of the boric acid accumulation on the RPV head from 1996 on, are not
consistent with ourcalcUlations.

At the time the Root Cause Report was;,fiialized inmAuggLst 2002, the texistence of the
weld crack at Nozzle 3 was not known, and only the exi'stence of.thle axial nozzle crack
was considered in the Root Cause Repotd., Exponent cbncluded tihat tlheleak rate~fi'om
the large weld:crack found, in the CRDMNozzle 3 weld accounted for the approximately
0.14 gpm increase in unidentified leak rate:eVidentiA ithe October/November 200.1 -1time
period.

Exponent's CFD analyses' described in Sedtion' 9 of the Expoien't Report slhoWtAhat f'r a
leak, rate of around 0.17 gpm, considerable moisture iscarried up-,thro.ug the fgrowing,
wastage cavity•to the upperi`surfa'ce of the"RPV head., Based onthie.tleri'a hydaulic
conditions and the NRC/ANL work onboric acid',corrosion, Exponent concluded that
rapid "top down" corrosion'of the RPV steel began 'inOctober/Novqmber 2001 as the
we ldcrack. uncovered, and that significant enlargement of the tpper region of thie cavity
occurred in a few months.

Based on this, Exponent further corinuded that had a leak rate of the magnitude of around
0.-1 to 0.1 5 gpmnexisted from the Nozzle 3 cracks, for the period of tinle that the Root.
Cause Report concluded it didd -at ,least 4 years from 19098-2002, thlien the ýenlargement of
the. wastage. cavity by-bo1ic acid corrpsjio1iprocesses, continuously,.fed by in6istur&efrom
the leak, would have- continued, andwould haveljikely been -imited only bythe extent of
the boricaciddeposit in the SEquadrant. TIaerefore,based 6n the corrosion ratesfor thle

conditions at the upper head surfacedue'to boric acid corrosion processes, cayity
enlargement.wou ldhave occurred to a much greater extent than that obsedr\ed for theý
final cavity, perhaps as much as an -:order of magnitude greater, if thle leakage began in
1998.
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4.0 Exponent's consideration'pof plant operational data

Throughout Exponent's.€comprehenSjve and detailed failure analysis .of the Davis-Besse
RPV head wastage.event, Exponent fully donsidered all[of the, available plant'operational
data, as well as the review and analysis of that samedata contained in the FENOC .Root
Cause Report.

It-is importantvto note that Exponentmade no a priori' "assumptions'"' aboutany ofthe
plant operational exp'eience data. Rather,. Exponent fitst established ar'spelcifitimehline
of crack growth and leakage for:the long: axial crack at CRDM-Nozzle 3, then examined
the planit operational data to determine if itwas corisistent with that timeline, and if.'it was
not,, that it could be accounted for by other plant events. The .relevant plant operational
data considered by Exponenttare discussed in detail in Attachment.A, Which has
pr.eviousy, beenvfor.ardedto FENOC.
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5.0 Initial Nozzle 3. Leakage and Iron Oxide Deposits

Exponent completed detailed computationai analyses of the evolution of the axial nozzle
crack inNozzle 3 of the Davis-Bessereactorpressurevessel (RPV) head using the
measured crack growth rate data published by Argonne National Laboratories (ANL).

These-ctrack growth rate data were derived from direct, measurements completed on metal
specimens extracted from Nozzle 3 following removalforom the damaged RPV head. The
analyses completed by Exponent provided the crack length estimates cited in the
ExponentReport (pages 8-I8, 10-7, 10-9).

Date Crack Location/Length

Mid- 1999 CRDM Nozzle 3 crack, reac•ed top of J-groove weld

April/May 2000 (12RFO) Crack was .O5 inches above: J-groove weld

October 2001 Crack was .1I inches above J-groove weld

Following the development of this crack growth timeline, Exponent reviewed Davis-
Besse plantoperational datato determine if all observations agreed with the Exponent
timeline. One of the most significant of these plant observations was the appearance of

iron oxide deposits in radiation rnonitor filters in May 1999. The Root CauseReport
noted that 83 radiation monitor filter changes Iccurred over the~course of a2 .to 3 month

time span. The Exponent report considered this information:and noted (page 7-20),

"Therefore, the particulate detector does not provide a good measure of possible
lon1g-term CRDM nozzle leakage. Jlowever•,the potential for pluggingthe`0`.'3
micrometer filter paper can be a strong indication ofthe zbeginning of RPV head
wastage due to the enjergetic process assOciated with RCS leakage as shown in
.Chapter 9 of this report."

The extrenmely low leak rates associated with the initial flow of fluid thlrough, ery"sýhort
cracks in thick-walled nozzles at high temperatures and internal pressures dictate that tlhe
initial leakage from thie CRDM Nozzle:3 crack aftde it•reached the top of the J-groove
weld in mid*-1999 would not produce conditions conducive to:the energetic process,(fluid

Tet cutting) cited in the Exponient Report. However, this extremely )lo leak rateWwould
result in conditions where the leaking fluid would flash to steamn (either within'the
CRDM nozzle crack or within the annulus between the nozzle and thc'RPV head) and
would beginthe corrosion (albeit slight) of the alloy steel RPV head material. Basic
thermodynamic analyses showed that the phase change associated with formatioi of the
steam from the leaking highpressu reeactor coolant proyided the mechanism forbithe
alloy steel corrosion products (iron oxide) to be transported up the annulus, above the

mirror insulation and beswept into containment by the Ventilation systen for then
CRDMs.
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Although this leakage and corrosion mechanisms represented the initiation ofrnatetiadl
remioval fromthe RPV liead,..itdid not rean that sign.ificanstubsutfac;ewa'stage had
begun. As.noted in the Exponent report (page 10-7), the leak rate forthe 0.5-inch-long
axial crack in Nozzle 3 at I2RFO was estimated to be approximately Q00004-gpmn ,(2,10
gal/year). While this leak rate caused corrosion within the:annular gap, at Nozzle 3 and
the 'depositibn offine,'iiron:oxideparticulates'throughoutitcontainihmeint, the .flow rat was:
too small to produ cetheenergetic processes,that beganthe formation of subsurfac e
w astagecavity as sdescribed in detai•hihithe Exponlent Report (Sectiods 9,and 10).
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6.0 1ORF0, 1lRFOand 12RFO Flange. Leakage Summary

The Root Cause Report conclusion that an axial crack.in Nozzle: 3, began: leaking, in tlhe..'
1994 to 1996time frame:was derived from among, other'things, a number of plant
observations. Some of these observations included:

1. Assumiptionthat ,the RPV head was clean after 9RFO (1 994)
2. Observation of an expanding area of coverage of boric acid 1at MRO

(1996), 1UFO (10998) and 1121U•20.(2000)
3. Assertion thiat no significant CRDM flange leaks occurred in Cy'les 10

and I f
4. Assertion that Nozzle 31 flange leaks would not have resulted inextensive

deposits found at-42RFO (2000)

Exponent considered all Iof these assumptions/observations/assertions and concluded that
the Nozzle 3 crack did not begini leaking, until mid-cycle 12 in 1999'. The information
identified by Exponent tosuppott'this conclusion is provided below,

6.1 RPV Head Was Clean After 9RFOM(1994)

The Root Cause Report noted (page 31) that for 8RFO (1993

"Based on the results of head-inspection;,the RPV head and flange was cleaned
with•deionized water. The effectiveness of the cleaning could notube verified in
that the RPV head had already been returned to the RPV. Acleaning
effectiveness ,inspection was •recommended as :•a follow-up activity for the next,
outage:.."

However, at the next outage fin 1994 (9RFO) the'Root Cause Report (page 3) also noted

that
"In 1994 (9RFO), the CRDM flanges were inspeI-ted; however. no records have

been identified, indicating a visual inspection.of the RPV head was completed."

Sinclý the effectiveness of the RPV head cleaning d uring 81FRO was not verified and since
no v.isual inspecti6n, of the. RPV fiead .was co.mpleted durinkg 9RFOi, it is impossible to
conclude Ihat fthe, RPV head was clean follbwingg9RFO.

Further evidence of the l.)aclk :of complete cleaning in 1993 is provided by, outer row
CRDM vNozzle 67. This nozzle had a leaking flange in, 1991 but was not repaired aththat
time. it was:still leaking in 1993 when it! wasfinally repairedand when the head-cleaning
operation was performed. In 1996, the Root Cause Report notes (Att.2 page 142)):

"Video tape of CRDM nozzle inspection shows several patches of boric
acid accumulation on the RV. head. CRDM nozzle 67 shows rust or brown
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stained boron at the bottom of the nozzle at the head. The head area inthe
vicinity,also has rust or brownstained boron accuinulationf"

Exponent concluded from the plant records,that•boriccacid was lefton the head after the
8RFOcleaning in 1993, notjust in the center regionaround Nozzles 1 -5 as found'in 1996
and shown in the Root Cause Figure 20, but also at leastin the outer region near Nozzle
67.

6.2 ExpandingArea of Boric: AcidCoveragewith No Significant:CRDM
Flange Leakage

The Root Cause Report noted anexpanding area, of boric acid coverage on the RPV head
f(Figure'20) from I0RFO (1996) through 13RFO (2002). Since the Root Cause Report
als concluded that "there were no significant gasket leaks prior to 11 RFO," this
expansion ini boric acid cdverage was'considered to be evidence of CRDM nozzle
leakage, Exponent concluded that the'plant evidence does not support this conclusion,
Hence, Exponent disagreed with this c onclusion of the Root Cause Report.

As noted in the Exponent Report (Table'. i), PCAQ'96-05 80, and MWO 1-95-0613-03
for 10 RFO

"Two cornponents~of the: CRDMon nozzle 48 were found inan unexpected
material'condition. This CRDM was disassembled to. perform l1ife extension.
Gaskets to inozzles 62,3,1F6,61,,j7136,12,1 9were replaced under MWO 1-95-0613-
03'. The purpose of the MWO was to,' inspectfor leakageand replace'the gasket
Witli-a new material. No I ORFO PCAQs were found to document any leakage for
this outage. PCAQ 9.8-0649 indic:ates, "The Only flangesrebuilt in IORFO were
those without, the new gasket material Only one flange. exhibited'signs of leakage
during tjis, outage and it was already scheduled for repair." It is not evident which
flange wasleaking."

Since one leaking flangeatan unknown location was noted at 10RFO and oneof those
flanges that was "repaired" was the flange :on Nozzle 3, Exponent concludes that flange
leakage resulted in the increase in:boric acid coverageon theRPV head during Cycle 10.

There was one documented flange leakageduring Cycle 1 as noted in Table 7.1 ofthe
Exponent Report and in PCAQ 98-0649. The leaking.flange'waslocated on Nozzle 3 1.
The repair of Nozzle 3 1. was deferred to l2RFO "dueto the fact that the leak was of such
little: iagnitude.:'" It should" be noted that even a leak of "little, magnitude".can :deposit a
significant anount of boric acid over the. course of an'entire: fuel cycle. Exponent:
completed calculations'to' evaluate the amount of boric'acid Contained in -the volume of
water for various leak'rates over the course of, an entire reactor fuel cycle incruding the
effects of the variation.in boric:;acid concentration in the reactor coolant system' during
the:cycle. These calculations showed that even aleak of "little magnitude," on the order
of..,001 . gpm', which'is' three orders of magnitude below'the Tech Spec linritfort
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unidentified leak rate (.I gpm), results. injthe deposition, of about 40 pounds of boricacid.
Exponenit concliUdes'that flange: leakage of even "littieroiagnitude" resulted in the increase
,in boric acid ,coverage ontlthe RPV head during Cycle 1.1,

During Cycle 12; the Root Cause Repofr-and the Exponent Report totethatsignificant
CRDM flange/leakage occurred at Flanges 31 and 11. Table 7.,1,in the'Exponent Report
noted

"Nozzle: I I had indicafinS, offpittingoanid was used ýin the "as.found" ,condition.
Nozzle 31 was found to hiave qxltensivepitting and was consequently machined.."

A, total of 5 flanges were repairedduring:! 2RFO,,iincluding the flange on Nozzle 3.
Sinceall 5 flanges: including.flanges.3; 11 and 31 are located directly within~thee region of
expanding boric -acid coverage of the RPV head Exponent concludes that flange leakage
contributed to,.the increase in boric acid coverage on the RPV head.durjngCycle]12

683 Limited Flange, Leakage'from Nozzle 31 in Cycle 12

The:Nozzle 3.1 flange was known'to have been leaking for more: that' one entire fuel cycle
("little miagnitude' at I IRFO. and "found to havextensivepitting and was consequently
machined"at 12RFO). Since the unidentified leak rate at the endof Cycle 12 was noted

to bea4boutO..lt6 gpm and 0.08 gpm at the-ebegininrg of Cycle 112 (Robt .CauseReport1
Figure:26, page.-! 1,3) and sinceAthe Nozzle', 3,1 flange was the only identified (and
repaired) leaking flange at. 12RFO, Exponent concludesthat:,a majority, ofthechange. in;
unidentified leakage from the endofCycle 12 to the beginning of Cycle 13., can be
attributed to the repair of this flange leak, This provides an estimate of the leak rate-due
to Nozzle 31 during Cycle 12. Following the saie~methodology cited above and
assuMing that Only 5.0% of the unidentified leakage change.(0.04 gpm) was due to the
repair of the Nozzle 3.1 flange, the leak from Nozzle 3J1 alone would deposit over 1,600
pounds'of.boric:acid or thleRPV head during Cycle 12. Exponent concluded thatth'iS
would have.'resulted in extensive deposits onthe vessel head at 12RFO.

Based on the results provided above, Expo0nefit concludeS that flange leakage and not
nozzle cracks that: caused the expansion of boric acid coverage, onthe RPVhead during,
Cycles 10, 11, and 12.

in addition, the boiic acid found on theIRPV head at 12RFO in 2000 was noted in the
Root.Cause Report ito be"solid rock hard deposits"' (RootCause ReportAtt.2:page 147).
Ekponent, concluded that this desription was consistent with..a phase change to rnetaboric

.acid, witl •subsequent melting atRPVM head 0perating temperature and isolidification
during:,shutdown. Since moltenmetaboric ýacid wiii "flow";on ,tlhe.RPMt head, Exponent
concluded that part of the IexianidiVng;Tootpti nt!ýshown in"Root Cause Report Figure 20
was a result of this plhenomenon. Sinceno estimates of thevol0unmeofthe boric acid
degosits.on iti RPV head were ever made prior to,1 3RFO in 2000, it is not possible from
theavailable data to, equate an expanding deposit: footprint to an expanding volumne o ?
deposits,.
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Response, to NRC 5/14/07 DFR Letter•Request B

The DFi request.s "a detaied (h&ussiofl of the ifferences inassumptions, analyses,

conclusions, and other related information of the Exponent Reportand previous technical

and programmatic root cause reports, developed1 bliowing the 2002 Davis-Besqsie reactor

pressure vessel head degradation event."

The August 2002 FENOC Root Cause'Report states that "based on thevisual inspections

of the DR RPV head, containmentaircooler cleiianing frequency, interviews, etc., a

reasonable time fiame for the appearance Of leadage ont the RPV head Was approximately

1994-1996.' With respect to the crack initiation and growth of the long axial crack-at

CRDM Nozzle 3, the Root Cause Report concluded that thie PWSCC crack at Nozzle 3

initiated in 1990 (+/- 3 years), and grew to through wall at axrate of approximately 4

mm/year (0.16 inclh/year) to above the weld in this 1994 to 1996 time period (Root Cause

Report, Section 3.2.1, page 18).

At this same crack growth rate;(CGR), tlhe crack, would then have reached the observcd

point 1.23 inch1esabove the weld by l3RFO in February 2002. The CGR assumed in the

Root Cause Report Was noted ltobe "consistent with industry data" (Root Cause Report

Section3.2.4,,page, 26) and "a reasonable approximation to, the more detailed type of

calculiations performed by the B&WOG safety assessment" (Root Cause Report Section

3.2.1, page 18).

Based on a "review ofthe sequence of relevant events" including evidence of boric acid

accumnulationon the head andothervisual evidence, such as discoloration,of the boric

acid deposits, and increasing accumulation on the RPV flange, the Root Cause Report

further concluded that the "corrosion rate began to increase significanrtly startifigat abotit

April-May H ,RFO (1998) and acted for a four-year period of time." Tis implied an

average corrosion rate of about 2.0 inchies/year, witha maxihum corrosionxrte near the

end .ofCycl!e t3 ,of about 4.0 inches/year (Root Cause Report page 24).

Thus theRoot Cause Report based its timelinefior the wa-stage cavity development on the

assumption that plant indications 'of bofic acid leakage not~only marked the beginning of

leakage fiorn a through wall crack at CRDM Nozzle: 3just reaching the top of the weld in
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the 1994-1996 time period, but also mnarked-the onsetof a, significant increase :in

corrpsion rate around 19'98. Thistimeline fitted th'e:irack growth developrnmnt assumed

by the Root Cause.Report based on industry accepted CGRs.

In contrast, the Exponent Report made no a prioriassumptions about any of the. plant

operational experience data. Rather,.the Exponent Report firstestablished the specific

timeline.:for crack-growth for the longaxial cOrackat CRDM Nozzle 3, which was

measured byUT :tO• be .1.23 inches above the weld in February 2.002 (Exponent Report

Section:8). The timeline for theide velopnment~ofthe:wastage cavity was then based on~a

fundamental analysis of leakagethrough the~axial crack, leakage througgh the weld crack

(discussed below),, a state-of-the-art CFDanalysistodetermine the thermal hydraulic

conditions inthe developing caVity, ,and the identification of~ptential metal re'moval

mechanisms based:on these conditions (Exponent Report Sections 9 and 1 0).

With this'timeline as a basis; the Exponent approach was: then toexamine the plant
operational data-to determine :if it was consistent with the timeline, and. if it was not,, that

it cbuld be accounted for by other plant, events. Exponent evaluated plant operational

data that included boric acid deposits onithe RPV head,. unidentified leakage rate for the

reactor coolant system, radiation monitor data, containment air cooler cleaning rates, and

the chemical analyses of boric acid and iron deposits, removed friom.the RPV head. None

of the.fplant operational data available to Exponent for analysis were ignored or omitted.

In addition, Exponent reviewed RPV head inspection video and CRDM flange inspection

' video. From 8RFO (1993) to 13RFO (2002)., with, the exception. of 9RF.lO (1994) for which

no RPV head inspection video wastaken.

The Exponent Report relied upon new data, not~known at the time the FENOC Root

Cause Report was, finalized in August 2002, that was either developed by-or made

available to the NRC subsequent to that.time. The mostsignificant of the new data was

theimetallurgical examination of the Davis-Besse CRDM Nozzle 3 nozzle, Weld and

cavity', the NRCC/ANL crack growth measurements: on theq Davis-Besse: Nozzle 3 Alloy

600 CRDM material 2, and the: NRC/ANL, data bri the 6orirosion of 16w.aIIloy steels fin

".Final Report: Examination, of tlhe Reactor Vessel I(RV) Ilead Degradation at DaVis-Besse,"' Report No.
114,0025-02-4, BWXT Services, Inc., June 2003, transmitted.to the NRC' by FENOC letteir serial No.
2968datedAugust 13,,2003 (ADAMS Accession Nos. ML03321310045, M10323100058:, ML0323:10060);

2 B. Alexandreanu et al., "Crack Growth Rates in a PWR EnVironm'ent of0Nickel Alloys from tlhe Davis-
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molten~metaboric acid. The NRC was alreadyaware of all of this information, which,
with the exception of the metallurgical ;reporton' the nozzle, weld :aid cavity, was also

publicly available as con ference proceedings or, published reports.

The specificvtimeline. developed for the axial crack growth at Nozzle 3 was ,based on

detailed stress and fracture mechanics, analyses which are described if dietail in the

Exponent Report in Section, 8 and Appendices A and B. The Exponent stress analysis

produced results similar to an NRC sponsored stress analysis that was published in 2005',

and theExponentfracture mec hanics analysismwasbasecd on the specific crack growth

rates for the Nozzle 3 Alloy 600. ..materia..that werexperimentally .determined&undcr the

NRC sponsored program. at ANL.(referred to above) thatwas published in-2006,

As pointed-out inthe Exponent Report.(Section 8.5.2), the long axial crack at'Davis-

Besse CDRM Nozzle 3. whichprecipitated the chain of events that eventuall'y led to the

wastage cavity was unique inthe worldwide hiStory of'CRDM nozzle cracks. T]his crack

was measured by UT in 2002 to be 1.23 inches above the weld, much longer above the

Weld than any CRDM axial crack previously reported at any plant worldwide.

While the Root Cause Report could not and did not offetanyexplanation for this, the

reason was conclusively established by the NRC/AN L work, repoFted i'n .2006 (referred to

above). That work showedthat the specific Davis-Besse CRDM Nozzle 3 Alloy 600

Heat M3935: material exhibited CGRs that were at the 95t' percentile 6f-the EPRI

industry data base, around threeto four times;that previously used in'industry safety

assessments and assumed in the.Root Cause Report.

Based onthis CGR dataand the detailed stress and&:fracture mechanics anjalyses, the

Exponent Report shlows that this crackdid not reach thet0p 0f the weld ,until mid-1999,

in contrast to the Root.Cause Report wh ich, using a much slower CGR, placed this key

Besseand V.C. Summer Power Plants,," NUREG/CR-6921, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
November 2006 (manuscript completed in November 2005).

3 "Boric Acid Corrosion ofLight Water Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials", Argonne NationalLaboratoty,
NRC!/ANL report NUREG/CR-6875,.ANL-04/08, Julyý2005;.(manusciipt completed iii May 2004).

` D.Rudland et aL, "Anialysis of WeldResidual Stresses and Circumiferential Through-Wall Crack

K-solutions for CRDM Nozzles,"`Proceedings of theConferenee On ,esselPentration Inspection, Craek
Gro'wth and Repair, NUREG/CP401 91, US;. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, September 2O0•5
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event around 1994-1996.

At 12RFO in 2000, the Exponent Report shows:that ,this crack was,.only.around' 0.5

i ncihes above the weld and was' leakinig at only a minuscule rate (0.0004 gprM). At the

very low leakage rate that existed- in the few months leading up to 12RFO in 2000 and the
low end-of-cycle boron concentration in the RCS, the Exponent Report furthei concludcd

that less than I cubic inch (0.05 Ibs) of boric acid accumulation would have been present

(Exponent Report Section 10). Given the very low leak rate, the Exponent Report

concluded that there could, have been minimal wastage cavity and no observable annulus

enlargement at CRDM Nozzle 3 at 12RFO, in0contrast to:the conclusions reached in the

FENOC Root Cause Report.

By mid-cycle 13':in April-May 200.1, the Exponent Report shows that the leak rate from

the crack at CRDM Nozzle 3"'had reached around 0.O1 gpm, equivalent to the total

leakage fro'm 'all leaking cracks conmbined at CRDM Nozzle 2 in February 2002. Since

this level of leakage at Nozzle 2 had caused onlyaa minor amount of wastage and annuLus

enlargement, the:Exponent Report concludedthat a similar minorwastage situation likely

existed at CRDM Nozzle 3 in April-May'2001, and tfierefore that virtually all of the

cavity formation occUrred subsequent to that poinit intime (Exponent Report Section 10).

This is in contrast to the Root Cause Report, which placed the onset of significant

corrosion three years earlier in 1998.

ThleNRC spon'sored corrosion test program atANL reported in 2005 (referred to above)

provided new data that showed that wetted molten metaboric acid could result in high

corrosion rates oflbow, al6y steel,- and hypothesized that such &onditions may have beeni

presentin the developing wastage cavity at Davis-Besse CRDM Nozzle 3. The

Computational :Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analyses described in Section 9 dflthe Exponent

Report showed that thermal hydraulic conditions developed in the latter hal4f of Cycle 13

(after April-May 2001) suchlthat miolteh' metaboric:acid would Form on the hot metal

surfaces of the developing cavity, and that the increasing leak rate from "the growing axial

crack at CRDM.Nozzle 3 would result 'in moisture penetrating into the b•ttom' of the
cavity., These are thevery, conditions identified in the NRC/ANL work 1thatcaused

acceler"ated corrOsion of RPV low alloy steel by re-wetted miolten metaboric acid.

Even prior to the completion in 2005 of the:NRC/ANL experimental programs on CMRs
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in the specific DB CRDMINozzle 3:Alloy 600 material and corrosion rates in molten

metaboric acid referred toabove, the NRCjtself had already recognized the inherent

limitations of the analysisand timeline presented in the FENOC RCR In its evaluation

NRRnoted that:5

"The Root Cause, Report does~not encompass all possibilIties, partially because

much of the data necessary to support alternate hypothleses simply, does not exist.

Wastage oflow alloy steel inmolten boric acid species, or inconcentrated,

aqueous solutions is not well-describedor quantified in the literature, and;

especially not under thle temiperature, flow or stirring rates, and concentration of

species thatmay have been present on theDavisBesse head. The electrochemical

potentials of the alloys and, aqueous solutions involved are not known. Crack

:initiation times may have been .hort, andtihe stress-corrosion crack, growtlfrate

for the Alloy .182 in the J-groove weld, ad dttie Alloy 600 in the CRDM.rnozzles'

may have been atypically high, due perhaps1to the thermo-mechanical processing

of theserhateria'ls. In short, the degree of uncertainty andthe~number of.

unknowns regarding the progression of events that ledto othe devel0pieeht of tile

cavity at Da1vis-Besse limits the ability toquialify the ,technical root. cause-report

beyond "plausible": at this time,"

A further critical piece of evidence that ,was not available at the time of the Root Cause

Report was the June: 2003,detai'led% report of the metallurgical examinationi of thel material

removed from around Davis-Besse CRDM Nozzle 3:(referred'to above),. This

examination identified. a very wide and long weld crack running radially across:.the weld

at:the 1,00 location, in line with the wastage, cavity (Exponent Report. Sections4 and 10).

The crack growth analysisi presented in the Exponent Report (Section 8,5.1, page 8-19,
and Appendix B) showed that, due to thevery high stresses inthbe weld region: a crack

originating atthe bottomr:ofthe weld on the nozzle OD would growmore -rapidly in the

Alloy 182 J-groove weld than in the Alloy 600 nozzle wall..The Exponent-'Repurtfiurther

concluded that, bythe timrethe i-groove weld crack identified. by the metallurgical

examination was uncovered by the downward growing wastage cavity in October-

November 2001, thecrack had grown through the weld to. a point close tothe final

5"Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Degradationwof'ReactorP•ressure ViesSel Heid Techniiical Sequence
of Events, Docket No. 50-346", Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,Section-3.0,o£ Attachment I'to NRC.
Integrated Inspection Report 50-346/03-04, May, 9; 2003.
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ýiobserved size in February 2002.

The analysis-described in the Exponent Report (Section 9.4 and Appendix D), established
that this, weld crack, once fully unco'vered, w6ul& leak at a rate that wasabout eight times•

greater than the pre-existing leak ratei'rom the nozzle crack. No ,otther plant had ever

experienced the combination of circumstances that led to the high leak rate that"resulted

from the uncovering Of this weld crack atNozzle'3.

Neither the existence of the weld :crack nortfie large leakage through it were known at the:

time the Root Cause Report was finalized. However, given the :eistence of the weld

crack, clearly atsome ,point in ithe evolution: of thewastage cavity at CRDM Nozzle. 3, the

RPV head steel above this weld crack was removed and the weld crack began to leakat
an increasing rate. Further, given the Exponent Reportconclusion (noted above) that

there was only a minorcavity and annulus enlargeirent at Nozzle 3 in April-Maj 2001,

the uncoverY of the weld crack andthe substantial increase in leak rate that resulted had

to have occurred subsequent to this point in time.

The Exponent Report concluded (section 10.2.2) that the, ti me. at whic ch thiisý occurred was

in.October-November, 200 1", when plant operational data, principally the unidentified leak

rate and iodine/noble gas radiationlreadings, indicate9that a significant increase in leak

rate into containment occurred. The Exponent Report further concluded"that the large

increase in leak rate then resulted in accelerated metal removal in thle cavity by, high

velocity mechanical erosion, accelerated corrosion due to mOlten metaboric acid in the

presence of increased moisture, flow assisted&corrosion. Also at'this time, rapid "top

down" corrosion began due to, mo6isiture penetrating tothe top of the cavity utder'the pre-

existing accumulation of boric acid, whichtwasl molten metaboric acid at the peevailing

temperature of the upper RPV head surraced

It is relevant to notethat tlhe NRCitself had recognized in a December 6, 2002

attachment6 to the "P reliminary Significance Assessment"ýforwarded toIFENOC by the

NRC on February 25, 20037 that the FENOC Root Cause Report conclusions with respect'

"Response to, Request for Tcchnical Assistance- Risk Assessmentof Davis-Besse Reactor Head

Degradation i(TIA 2002-01)", Davis-lBesseSERP Attacliment 2, Decembe'r 6, 2002, Attaclment A at•pagces
8,19.

"Davis-Besse Control Rod Drive Mechaiism iPenetration Cracking and, Reactor'Pressure Vessel Head
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to0,thetime period over whi li the wastage: cavity at CRDM Nozzle 3 developed'may thave

been incorrect.

After:citing the FENOC rootcause report conclusion that the wastage ca Vity at CRDM

Nozzle 3 grew at an average rateof 2 inches/year over the.4-year period' of the last two

operatingcycles, with a- maxitmum corrosionmrate, near"the end of about 4.0 Iinches/year.

the NRC assessmeht goes on to discuss the EPRI:reported tests-, oftaqueous and molten

boric acid corrosion, theý various containmentindicators .of boric acid leakage, and the

physical shape of the wastage cavity. Based'on: these data, the NRC assessment then

notes that:

"Therefore, itseems prudent. to, consider the possibility that the last stages

of cavity:growth on the Dayis-Besse RPV head may haveeexperienced

corrosion rates on the orderof 7-inches/year; At that rate, the football-

shaped portion Of the cavity could have, begun developing in the, latter half'

of the last operating cycle and reached its observed size by. February 2002', "

when the cavity was d iscovered,"

This is precisely the conclusion reached inmthe Exponent Report.

Degradation Preliminary Significance Assessment (Report No., 50-346/2002-08(DRS))", February 25, 2003
letter6fromn J.E8 Dyer, 'NRC Regional• Admninistrator Resp'onse to! Lew Myes, Chief Ocerating OfI'her,
FENOC.
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The DFI also requests that FENOC 's response "address; among other matters you
believe warranled, ..diferences between the operational experience data, such as the

origin andpresence of bori, acid deposits and corrosion products on air coolers,

radiation filers, the reactor vessel head, and other components in the containment, and
the Exponent Report assumptions fir these items."

'The most im'nportant point to note in this response is to repeat that the Exponent Report

made no a priori "assumptions"about any of the plant operational experiencedata.

*Rather, the, Exponent Report. first establisheda specific tirneline of ci'ack growth and

leakage for the: long axial crack at CRDMNozzle 3. The Exponent approach was then to

examinethe plant. operational data to determine if it was consistent with the timeline, aind

if it was not, that it could be accounted f6r'by otherplant events. The relevant plant

operational data considered by Exponent are discussed below.,

BoricAcid Deposits On'the RPV Head

Both the Root Cause Report (Section 3.33)" and the Exponent Report (Section '7.3)

discuss in detailthe boric acid deposits on the RP head-from leaks at CRDM flanges at

refuelingoutages prior to 1996 through to-2002, and reference is made to the two reports

for these. detailed discussions.

The Root Cause Report notes that boric acid. deposits were observed, flowing from the

RPV head service structure mouse hoies down the outside surface0of the reactor vessel,

headto theRPV flange-area at both I IRFOin 1998,and I 2RFO in 2000. The Root

Cause Report further notes that the boric acid was a "reddish rusty col'or", indicative of

corrosion of the.RPV head. A photo,of the deposits at 12RFO is included in.botl thIe•

Root Cause Report and the Exponent Report (attached here as Figure']).

Th.eRoot Cause Report apparently interprets these"'red" colored boric acid deposits as

being indicative of iron oxideifrom RPV head corroslon due to leakage from CRDM

no7zzecracksatNozzle 3. How'ever; Expkonentt concluded that the unqualified

assumption that the."reddish rusty color of the~deposits shown inthe .12RFO photo was

the .result of corrosion due to boric acid leak'ige Frorn a CRDMnozzle crackJis
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unwarranted. First, as-distussed earlier, the <Exponent: analysis shows tha at t12RFO •in,

April-May, there was no significant leakage and no extensivebor'icacid deposits

resulting from the axial crack at'CDRM Nozzle 3:prior. to 12RFO., Therefore, the,"red"'

colored, boric acid shownin.,Ithe J2RFO, photocould not have come from tliis crack, and

neither could the "red" colored boric acidreported:at.I IRFO in 1998, when the Exponent

CGR:analysis showed thatbthe crack at Nozzle.31 had not even reached thetop-of the, weld,

Second, "red" boric acid deposits were'noted on :numerous occasions during the
inspectionofthe RPV bead'at Davis-Besse. CRDM flange leaks r&esulting in boric acid

deposits onthe RPV head were identified by video inspection during 8RFO (1993),.

IORFO (19,96), I1R.FO (1998), 12RFO (2000) and 13RFO(2002). Some ofthese boiic

acid deposits were "white" in, appearance, whiJe some appeared "red" (Exponent Report

Sections.7.3.1 to.7.3.17)

The, "red" appearance was first noted, during 8RFO.(Exponhent Report :Section 7.3.1,

Figure 7.10; Root Cause Report Section 3.3.3, Figure 31), well before even the Root

Cause Report concluded that CRDM axial crack leakage had begun; arid so thE."red"

color at 8RFO was likely the result of RPV head.Steel, corrosiondue to existing boric acid

deposits, from CRDM flange leaks above:the head. Following, areportedly complete

cleafiing of boric' acid deposits from the head:. at'9RFO in 1994, "red" boric acid deposits

were again noted-at . ORFO, 12RFO .and I 3RFO, There was only one CRDM flangeý leak

(Nozzle #31) notedduring I I RFO,, andrepair of this flangeleakwas deferred to 1i•2R1FO,

during which the Nozzle 3 1, flange leak and four other leaking flanhiges were repaiired.

After 9RFO in 1994, difficulty wasexperienced at IORFO, 1 HRFOO and 12RFO in

completely cleaning boric acid deposits fromnthe RPV head; especially near the center

nozzles wheret the clearance betweenthe RPV head and the insulation was swiall. Thus.

throughout thiS time period, boric aCdiddiep6sits wvere continually present :on the Davis-

Besse RPV head. Any boric acid deposits' remaining on the RPV head at the completion

of anoutage would become mholten when heated'to. reactor operating temperatures:, and

'would flow slowly down the head and outof the mouse holes during ,normal operation,

thereby're'sulting in the depositýsobserved d:at, 12RFOshoWn in the Figure. I ph0oto

There is no question thattlhe "'red" deposits resulted from the. incorporation of iron,

corrosion products into:the boric acid. Thelikely cause oftthisat Davis-Besse prior to
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Cycle 13 was dueto .corrosion of the RPV head underexisting and new boric acid

deposits from CRDM flange. leakage.

,Several instancesof boric acid corroSion,:oftdhePY lVhead steel underdeposits, resulting

from leakage from ,aboe ,the head are described"in, theExponent Report. ,Sectionr6,1 r 2),

notably at Beznau- I in 1970, and at Turkey P10int4 and'Salem-2 in 1987. At the EPRI

Boric Acid, Workshop that was held'in 2002 aftedrthe Davis-Besse:event,plhotos§bf-the

1987 Salem-2 event were presented showing the: "rust colored" pile of boric acid that,

resulted from a canopy seal weld leak ,abo0ve the RPV head (attached:-as Figutres 2,, 3).

The "pile', of boric acid was estimated to, be 900 to 1200 lbs, similar to that found at

Davis-Besse in .2002, but the under-deposit head corrosion was restricted to nine

corrIsiOn "pits" on the RPV head, whichi were !, inch:to 3:inchesin diameter with a

maximum :depth of 0.4 inches. ClearlY even nminor RPV head corrosion under boric acid

deposits can result in: the "red" or "rusty" appearance of the boric acid deposits.

The,"red" deposits noted on the underside of CRDM nozzle flange43 during 12RFO and

I3RFO(Root CauSe Report Section 3.3.3 and Figure 38) mostlikely resulted from the
ejection of RPV head corrosion/erosion products within the, annular gap. The deposits

were characterized as consisting of mostly"iron borate.

The Exponent Report showed (Sections 8 and 10) that the CRDM nozzle crack reached.

the top'of the J-groove'Weld during the, latter partof Cycle 12 (May 1999):and grew to a

length of about 0.5 inches above the J-g'oo.ve weld by L2RFO (May 2000). Although the

estimated leak, rate at. thifstime was small (0.0004 gpp), tie velocity of the fluid exiting

flheinozzle crack within the annulus wast calculated by CFD modeling, (ection 9) to be

very high ,-2,000 ft/sec)i This velocity ,was sufficient to result in mechanical removal of

the RPV low alloy steel headmaterial and the ejection of this material out ofthie annulus

along the axis. of the nozzle. Tlhis.materifalw•.s lik)ely carriedabowvethe mirror insulation

and deposited on the underside of the CRDM flange.

The Root Cause R'eport es'timated thatapproximately 900 lbs of boric acid had

accumulated on the RPV head by the end of Cycle 13 (Root Cause R•por( secftio 3.2.2,

page,21. Based on the~calculated leakrdtes from-the nozzleand weld cracks at CRDM
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Nozzle 3 and the Cycle 13boron concentrations, Exponent calculated the ýintegrated boric.acid discharge over Cycle. 13 at approximately 450 to 550 lbSwith around 50% of this.
coming, from the weld ýcrack in the last three to four monthsMof Cycle, 13 and 5,0% coming
from thleý"axial crack whichs lpakedthlroughout Cycle 13. This quantity is• le.ss than-the
estimated 900 lbson tIhe RPV head atAI3RFO, and suggeststhat.350 to 450 lbs of boric

:acid was not remove&by the I2RFO eleaningefforts,

,Unidentified:.Leak Rate

Both the Root Cause: Rpoit (Section 3.2.22);and the Exponent Report .(Section 7.2.1)
considered the unidentified leak rate dAta 'from 1994 through 2002., The Rpoot' .CauseRepot otedthe pres rizesa e eakage probleiml was corrected in

April 199 9 during, tie mid-cycle outage, the unidentified leak rate remained in thle 0.115 to
0.25 gpm range, soe ofthisbeing attibutable to CRDM flange leakage and some to
CRDM nozzle 6cracks The Root Cause Report further noted that late in: Cycle 13 there
was an, increase:of 0ý0 toIo0.5 gpm in unidentifiedleak' rate starting ing October 2001,
-andthat it-was§possille: that thiswas.:"irelatedto changing conditions at ;thecrack inNozzle 3 " lqloweve4 there was no discussion in thoe RootCause Report f•uwhat thesse::

" ging n on ii iti ', • nmght be,' or hw -they could causeýsuch a marked iI crease in
unidentified leak rate

in the, Exponent .Rlpprt, the unidentified leak rate w. s used only to estimite the "upper
bound" of. aPprox6iinltrlY 0,.17 gpm'that could be attributed to all CRDM leaks at the end
of Cycle 13 (Section; 7 and 9). It is recognized tht there are mIay possible sources that
could contribute to identified leakage; however neither the, Exponent Report nor the

RootrCause Report ;t jdertooka compreheniVe evailuation of plant reords to establish
whiat ther contribut rsto unidentified leakage :iiintontai i ment ntight have ex tcd oer,

time.

Tihe crack; leak rate. a alysis described in Section 9and Appendix D'of the EXpnerit

Report resulted in at tal .leak rate of 0.03 gpm from all leaking CRDM cracks towards
the end of Cycle 1 3 I• ebruary 2002. The analysis further, •howed'that 0.14 gpm was"
entir.ely co et wt1h a fundamental analysis of the leak rate through the weld crack
given its dimension Since.t•he maximum CIDM crack leak rate at the end of Cycle o13
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was limited to the 0.17 gpm established by the unidentified leak rate,,the crack leak rate

analysis and the measured unidentified leak rate are in agreement.

It, is clearthat the large weld crack-at CRDM Nozzle 3 was not leaking significantly as

long as RPV'head steel existed above it, but itis equally.clear that atthe end of Cycle 1.3

in February.2002, the weld crack was not only fully uncovered. and'leaking, it:was the

major contributor to leakage into the growing wastage cavity at.CRDM Nozzle.3., The

average trend line plots of unidentified leak rate.discussed in both: the Exponent Report

(Section 7.2.1) and the Rbot Cause Report (Secýtion 3,22) establish that the only point in

time where .this couldhave happened was in the October-November'2001 timie frame.

Radiation Monitors

Both ,the Root Cause Report (Section 3.3.5) and 'the Exponent Report (Section 7'2.2)

discussed thebnoble gasand iodine radiation monitor readings inside containment in the
October-November 2001 time frainie, Both reportsrecogniz e limitations of these

monitorsfbr. identifying and quantifying low level leakage from CRDM nozzle cracks,

and the-fact that the readings can not be used to discriminate between leakage firom

nozzle cracks and leakage from other sources.

However, as discussed:above, the increase in leak rate of.about.Q0.14 gpm that the

Exponent Report concluded resulted from the uncovering of the weld crck was based on

a fundamental analysis 6P leakage, throUgh, cracks of tle observed dimensions. Also, an

increase in. unidentified lak rate consistent with this'Calcu lated weld ctacckleak rate

Occurred in the October-Novemiber timeframe,.

Likewise, an increase in the readings from the o6ble gas and iodine radiatio.n ionitors

occurred in this same October-November tiineframe. Thus both tle leakage timeline and

the point in time of weldcrack,.uncovering calculated as a result of the analyses presented
in the Exponent Report (Section 7.2.2) areentirely consistwent ith the in-Rpant

measuremient of unidentified.leakage and thieradiation monitor readings.

The filter elemerfts in the radi ktion monitors were subject to plugging by boric acid-inthe

containment atmosphere when, reactor, oolant System leakage occurred anddispersed
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boric acid into theocontainment building, and thiswas particularly the casewhen the

pressurizer safety valves were leaking in early 19.99. Following.the mid-cycle:'butage to

replace these valves, filter plugging continued, butthe, boric acid deposits on the filters

,were now "'brown" in color. Samples were analyzed 'nd tthe discblortaion was -found to

ber predorminantly due to iroh.oxide, ind itative of steel corrosion somewh ere in

:containment.

Since the crack at CRDM Nozzle 3 had reached the top of the weld by mid-I999 and a

slow metafl remrval processhad b egun,,.it is possib~e that Some, of the iron oxide.. on the

radiation, monitor:filtersoriginated from.-head wastage and/or metal removal by tle leak

flow. Ul bwever, other sources of irobn oxide in containmentcannot be ruled&iout.

,Containment Air Cooler Cleaning

The containment air 'coolers are subject to fouling by boric acidentrained: in the

confainmerit'atmosphere whenev'er an RCS leak exists; and both the Root. Cause Report

,(Section 3,3.4) and the. ExponentReport (Secotn'7:.3.6)discuss this. Tile, containment.air

coolers were cleaned 17"times betWeen Novemberb 1998&and April 1999 due 'to'the

pressurizer safety valve leakage, but only twice immediately after ihe, safety valves were

repaired during the mid-cycle 1.2 outage (Root Cause Repoft Attachment 2, pages. 144,
146).

After 12,RFO in April-May 20.00, containment air cooler fouling by boric acid was again

evident, with four cleanings being r"equied between June and December 2000, and four

more in January through May 2001 (Root Cause Report Attachment 2,,pages 148-149).
Since thgere were: no k.nowni, CRD M flanige leaks lefr'un-repaired ,nd mone we-e' found at

iI3RFO, the containmenitiair cooler-fiouling was likely at, least in partthle, result :ofihe

increasing leak rate from thle CfDM'nozzle cracks.

After May 2001,. no further containment air cooler cleanirigs, were required. The Root

Cause Report speCulates that, diespite-the increasingleak rate; this was due somechange

in the in the morphology' of the nozzle crack leak. The Root Cause Report (Secti6n'3,.3.4)

further provi dos a numbertof sce•arios by which the containment air cooler roulingO

ceased:.
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Foor example, if the corrosion caVityatCRJDM nozzle 3 enlarged

substantially during the last half of the fuel cycle (affecting exit velocity),

or the boric acid cap contained the leakage differently, the nature and

amount of particulate matter might: have .changed. Larger particles might,

settle and not be subject to ingestion by the CACs. (The later teory has:

some aiecdotal support ba'sed'on observations that the boric acid dust on

horizontal CTMTsurfaces was more, granulari in [3RFO, as, opposed to

fine powder in earlieroutages)." These observations -support the chiange in

annular flow characteristics that were calculated'to have occurred in the

May 2001 timeframe in the Exponent Report(Section 9.6.3). However, as

the Root Cause Report also notes, containment air cooler fouling by itself

"could not be directly correlated with CRDM nozzle leakage."

In its December 2002 assessment of the Root Cause Report (cited previously,) the

NRC offered a similar explanation for the decrease in containment air cooler

cleaning as the Root Cause Report:

"An interesting coincidence is that there was an abrupt decrease- in the

necessary rate for CAC cleaning in Mayýof2001, suggesting that

something about the leakage path had .Changed at that time. The change

may have been only in the path past the insulation that the airborne

particles followed to reach the containment atmosphere, or itmay signify

that the leakage had been directed into the pool in the cavity at:that- time,

starting the formation ofthe football-ishaped portion. The c6ntainment

radiation monitors showed continuing increases in the RCS leak rate until

about December 2001 ."

Likely not coincidenitally, the cessation incontainment air cooler plugging cur rued

around the time the Exponent Report (Section 10.2.2)}concludes that downward groWing

wastage .avity intersected with the upward growing axial nozzle crack, when the

direction of the fluid flow in the annular region near the crack changedlfrom upwards to

more laterally oriented. This directional change in the fluid flow from the axial nozzle

crack c6uld Well have markedly reduced thle entrainment an;dcarry.over of boric acid into

the containment atmosphere.
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Chemical Analysis of Boric Acid and Iron Oxide Deposits

Both the RootC.Lause Report (Section 3.1.5).andtthe EXponent. Repbrt.(Appendix E,

Section E.5) discussed the chemrical evaluation of boric acid.and i ron oxide deposits

remoYed from the RPV he'ad and wastage:cazvity near'Nozzle 3, ,the results of which are

contained intwo ,reports (RootCause Report References 82. 14 and '8.2. F5). ThleRoot

Cause Report noted that:

"The samples taken from'the, reactor head Were collected by scooping the:

material with a:long handled tool. Due;to the difficulty 0f collecting the

field saamp iles, thle probabilitybof crds contamtiniation is fairly'higli and

:could lead to false or compromised results...,.although sample integrity is
noqtassured, the saminple reseults are consist'eit- with dther eVid.n&lttt tle

mate'rial on thed reactor head originated primarilyat nozzle 3, and flowed,

or extruded away from that location."'

One important conclusion. of the analysis, reports w-s that, "the most.probable source -Of

the :iron isthe carbon steel o•fthe reactor vessel.lhead."

The Exponent'review of these sameisampleianalysis reports (Exponent Report

Appendix E,.:Section.E,5ý, References: I [and l'2) , noted an additibonal Lobservationh tiattfor

these analyses, metallic frAgments§ihat could be readily isolated from the bulk deposit
samples -were. removed from the samples be~fore analysis, The expofiint Report

condcludes that "the ýmechaficiai removal of metallicifragments was. likely a result of water

jet cutting orabrasivewaterjet cutting of the RPV head during periods of high nozzle

leakage late in Cycle i3'1."

Although theRoo'i Cause Report notes the.possibility of:"droplet and particle

impin'gementmerosion and potenfially` steaminuttinrg" agsmet'ali removal mechanisms (Root

Cause, eport Section 3.2.4, page.25), there is no discussion of the presence.of metallic

fragments in:the-samples collecred ifo analysis..
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Summary

It should be noted in conclusion lthat the conventional wi sdom prior to the 2002 Davis-

Besse event was that, it was conservative to use industry accepte&CGRs for Alloy 600 in

safetyassessments of CRDM nozzle cracking, thatzany low level boric acid leakage fiom

cracks would either rapidly evaporate leaving only dry boric acid which was'thought:to

be non-corrosive to thelow alloy steel RPV head, or that potential wastage rates from

such low level leakage' would be low.

Cointrary to this, the Davis-Besse event showed that a unique set of unforeseeablelfactors

combined to cause the accelerated wastage cavity formation in as little as 4 to 5 months.

AtCRDM Nozzle 3, these factoirs4,were:

4 A very high CGR at the 9 5ih percentile ofthe: industry data, resulting inan

axial crack growing at three'to four times:the expected rate;:

* A very large weld crack that resulted in a rapid increase in leak rate as it was

uncovered'in the October-November 2001l tunie period;

* Previously undefined accelerated corrosion due to molten metab6r~ic acid in

the presentc'e, of" moisture.

None of these factors were known at the time theTFENOC Root Cause Report was

completed in. August 2002.
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Figure. 1. Boric acid and iron oxide:deposits on'DaviS-Besse reactor pressure esse&l
flange at I -2RfO. [Root Cause Report.- Figure 4, page 9I and Exponent:
Report, Section.4, Figure 4. 1, page':4-23]
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Figure 2. Boric acid and iron oxide deposits on Salem Unit* 2 reactor pressure vessel
head' (Augustý, 1,987). Reactorcoolant system. leakage wasdue to canopy
seal weld' leakage. [EPR[ Boric Acid Corrosion Workshop, 2002 (MRP-
77)]
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Figure 3. Boric acid and iron oxide deposit. on"Salemr Unit.2 ,'eactor pressure vessel
head (August 1987). [iPlYRI Boric AcidCorrosion WorksIhop, 2002
(MRP-77)]
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